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Il!U!RODCJCTION 
Very 11 ttle research has been completed in regard to the character-
ization and genesis of the soils in the United States and practically 
none on the Reddish Prairie Soils. 
A movement is now underway to collect the basic chemical and 
minera.logieal data of the soils of the United States in hopes that a 
complete characterization study, for at least the more important soils, 
will be available in the near future. The objective of this report is 
to furr1ish this data :for two soils of the Reddish Prairie Great Soil 
Group. 
'l'h.e Reddish Prairie soils were chosen because of the lack of 
information about these soils and because of their great extent in 
Oklahoma. Two representative soils of this gToup, the Zaneis and 
Kingfisher, were selected in hopes that the information obtained from 
them could be applied, in a broad sense, to the othe:t' closely related 
soils. They were also selected in order to establish how closely 
they are related~ and if they are different enough to justify separa.-
tion into two separate serieso 
The ultimate objective of ehemicaJ. and mineralogical studies i.s 
·their correlat,ion with plant growth factors. ~er efore, data of this 
type will be a valuable aid9 not only in soil classification, but to 
aJ.l the fields of study involving the soil. 
l 
REVIEW OF LI TERA.TORE 
The Sign.if icanee of Olay Mineralogy 
It is a well established fact that ela.r minerals are of fundamental 
importance in the soil. Since their recognition as crystalline materials 
(14, 22) 1, many detailed investigations have been conducted to determine 
the specific types and amounts of clay minerals present in sails. Data 
of this type have been used in many ways for a better understanding of 
the inherent properties and characteristics of the soil. 
Mineralogical data, such as the type and amount of clay mineral 
present and its location in the soil profile, have \een used as an 
index for the chemical and physical weathering and the soil formation 
processes that have taken place in the formation of the soil studied 
(S, 17, 19, 20, 25, 26). Several investigators (S, 20, 25, 26 0 4o) used 
this information, along with a basic chemical and physical clla.racter-
ization, to establish the genesis of grassland soils in studies very 
similar to the one presented in this report. 
Judging from these investigations, there seems to be no set pro-
eedl:l.re for using this information to the best advantage.. Tu.e te the 
many and varied factors of soil formation, one has to collect as much 
lFigu.res in. pa.ran.thesis refer to literature ei ted. 
2 
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data as is a.earned r1ecessary and from this data, attempt to reconstruct 
the series of events that led to the formation of the soil in question. 
Methods of .Analysis 
There are several methods currently employed for the identification 
of clay minerals as to type and amount. Usually, two or more of these 
method.a are employed since no one method seems adequate for soil clays. 
A brief review of each of the methods used in this investigation, 
its scope and limitations, are as follows: 
X,..:rax .Analysis 
X-ray diffraction serves as a major tool in the characterization 
of clay minerals. Since its introduction by Hendr:i.cks and Fry (!'4) and 
Kelley, Dore, aud Brown (22), a great deal of time and effort has been 
spent in developing methods and teehniqµes which would permit more 
positive identification and characterization of clay minerals with 
X-ray d.iffraetfon. 
Early :i.nvestigato:rs (14~ 215, 34) established tha·t; each group of 
m:tne:rals have X-:ray diffraction lines that are common to that groupt 
al though several lines are common to all of the clay minerals. 
Whiteside and Marshall (39) used the X-ray diffraction lines shown. 
in TAJ3LE I for positive identification of specific clay minerals. The 
lines shown for vermiculite were suggested by Gruner (12). 
From the values in TA.~LE I, it ean readily be seen where some con-
fusion migh·t result. Further confus:i.o:n was added when several later 
investigators found some montmorillonites could give lines as low as 
0 
14 or 15 A,. This means that montmorillonite~ vermiculite, and chlori te 
0 
can all give X-ray diffraction maxima at 'about 14 A~ Chlor:lte also 
0 
gives a basal spacing of 7 A which corresponds to kaolinite. 
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:Bradley (CL) and Ma.cEwan «28)1 found that montmorillonite can be 
separated from vermiculite and chlorite by coniplete glycerol or glycol 
sol~ration of the sampleD after first saturating with a divalent cation, 
prior to :E-ray analysis. This treatment results in the glycol 9 or 
glycerol 0 entering the interlayer space and expanding the clay to give 
an (001) basal spacing of 17 to 17.7 ~ 
I£ilnze (24) found that some montmorilloni tea will not retain a 
double layer of glycol in the interlayer space when dried under atmos-
pheric conditions, and that data obtained from such samples ean lead 
to the misinterpretation of mixed layer minerals unless certain pre= 
cautions are taken in the preparation of sampleso Re found by allowing 
the samples to reach equilibrium with an atmosphere of ethylene glycol 0 
after careful glycol solvation 0 this difficulty was overcome~ 
Walker ((38)) found that vermiculite can be readily identified 
0 
because its J&,ray maxima shifts to 10 J, after h.eating to 30c to 500cc 
if sufficient preca~tions are taken against rehydrationG This 0 and 
5 
the fact that glycol or glycerol solvation has no effect upon its basal 
spacing, may be used as an identification procedure (JS). 
:Brindley and Robinson (2) report that heating at 550 to 600°0 for 
one-half hour is sufficient to decompose minerals such as kaolinite~ 
halloysite, and eha.mositep but that most true chlorites will not 
decompose at this temperatureo This gives a means for distingo.ishing 
chlorites from kaolinite. 
Grim 9 :Bradley, and Brown (11) found illite to be essentially 
unchanged by any of the treatments mentions here and it still gave 
0 
strong diffraction patterns at 10, 59 and 3.3 J;.. 
:By use of these procedures9 montmorillonite9 vermiculite, illite, 
kaolinite 9 chlorite and quartz can usually be identified by :i;..ray 
diffraction analysis. 
Ethylene Glycol Retention 
l)tal and Hendricks (6}', introduced ethylene glycol retention as a 
measure of the surface area of clay minerals. They attempted to obtain 
a mono-molecular layer of glycol over the entire surface 9 both internal 
and external 9 of a hydrogen saturated clay sample. !he weight of glycol 
retained by the total surface area of the clay was calculated and another 
0 
sample of the H-clay wa.s heated at 600 C to collapse all the expanding 
lattice minerals prior to glycol solvation. From these samples 9 the 
external surface area was ealculatedo The internal surface due to 
expansion of lattices could then be calculated by difference. This 
procedure does not give the exact equilibrium point for a mono-molecular 
layer because the samples continuously lose glycol. 
6 
Martin (29) revised this procedure to include a free glycol surface 
and saturation of the sample with a divalent cation. He found by using 
the free glycol surface that the surface of the clay sample will reach 
an e(J!l.ilibrium with the atmosphere of glycol and the weight of the 
sample will remain almost constant (:! O. 3 mgm). Using this method, 
the equilibrium point is readily obtained with good accuracyo 
The results of the two methods can best be shown by inspection 
of TABLE II. 
TABLE II 
GLYCOL SORPTION OF REFERENCE CLAY MINERALS 
Kaolinite Hallo;y::si te Illite Montmorillonite 
mgJD./grg sample2 
Dyal. and 
6.1 Hendricks 20 73 255 
M~tin 17.0 56 80 283 
Ma.Ttdn (29) made no attempt to correlate glycol retention with 
surface area. He believed the retention value was unique and reprodu.e-
ible for any given clay and saw no need to introduce another possible 
source of error by attempting to calculate surface area. 
In. a later paper, Dyal and Hendricks (7) reported glycol retention 
for a series of montmorillonite and kaolinite mixtures., They found a 
linear relatJ.onship between glycol retention and per cent montmorilloni te. 
~hey believed that surface area determinations were very indicative of 
the type and amount of clay present. 
Total Non-exch~~ble Potassium 
!J::lotal non-exchangeable potasshun has long been used as an index 
7 
for the amount of illite, or hydrous mica, present in clays despite a 
great deal of disagreement as to the percentage x2o of illit·e. .A. great 
deal of this disagreement is probably due to previous reports where 
hydrous micas were used for potassium determinations and a considerable 
amount of variation was found as to total potassium content. Wsing the 
present system of dividing hydrous micas into their oo~onent parts 
(l 7 P 18, 29, 32)\ a good reason for this variation has been established. 
It has recently been proposed that the illite percentage of a 
sa.m:plep below which the illite content is unlikely to fallp be calculated 
on the basis of a 10 per cent ~O content ~n illite, the K2o, attributed 
to feldspar, if present, first being excluded (lS). Sohmehl and Jackson 
(35) found the illite content calculated from this value gave very good 
agreement with other data. 
Differential Thermal Analysis 
The volatilization of water, whether adsorbed or derived from 
lattice OH ions, is accompanied by an endothermic reaction. This is 
reflected by a lag in the temperature of the sample relative to that of 
an anhydrous reference mineral that is heated at the same rate. 0n the 
otherhand, energy is set free as a result of molecular rearrangements. 
'l'!b.e differential thermal analysis shows the temperatures at which these 
effects take place. An endothermic dip in the differential thermal 
curve indicates the loss of water, and exothermic reactions a.re reflected 
by rises in the temperature above that of the reference material (21). 
Orcel and Oal.11.ere (31) first showed the endothermic dips and 
exothermic peaks of D.T . .A.. graphs to have value in the investigation of 
clay minerals. Since that time a great deal of work has been devoted 
to the stua.y of D. T.A. as a qualitative and quanti ta.tive ·~ool for estimating 
presence and quantity of clay minerals in mineralogical and soil samples. 
It has been shown that the temperatures at which these dips and peaks 
take place are highly characteristic for kaolinite and fairly so 
for montmorillonite (21). Un:fortunate:J.y~ the thermal. curve :for hydrous 
mi©a is not al:&ys clearly d:Lstingu.ishab.le from that of :rmoni.'lloorilloni te 
in soil clays, (21). 
At the present time, the D. T$A. of clay minerals has many limitations 
:for both q11an.titative and qualitative analysis~ but it can be a valuable 
tool when used with other methods. It will detect some minerals present 
in small amounts that X-ray would miss. It can also give a good 
quantitative estimation of the kaolinite minerals (27). 
Cation Exchange Capacity 
Grim (10) states that the cation exchange capacity of clays stems 
from two sources~ One source is the broken bonds created by mechanical 
loss of molecules around the e~es of silica=alurnina units. The other 
source results from unsatisfied charges within the lattice structures 
due to atomic Sllbstitution. 
Owing to different particle sizes~ amounts of substitution9 and 
interlayer expansion 0 the clay minerals have been found t-o have widely 
varying ca:~ion exchange capacities. Some have a wide enough difference 
to be of aid in a qua:nti tative estimation of the amount of clay minerals 
in a sample. 
Ormsby and Sand (32) found base-exchange determinations made on 
montmorillonites 0 illites 0 and mixed-layer aggregates to be a good 
method for the analysis of mixed-layer aggregates. They found a 
linear relationship between the base-exchange aapacity and per cent of 
montmorillonite in montmorillonite-illite mixtures. The results of this 
work indicate that the cation exchange capacity of pure illite is 15 
m.eo/lOOgmp which is considerably lower than the value found in older 
literaturev and montmorillonite was reported to have a exchange capacity 
of 95 moeo/lOOgm. These values were substantiated by Frysinger and 
Thomas (9) who reported the cation exchange capacity of montmorillonite 
and illi te ·to be 9g to 109 mo e.,/lOOgm 0 depending on the source 9 and 
16~8 m.eo/lOOgm respectively. 
Judging from the results of several investigators (10, 15~ 21, 23) 0 
the cation exclla.:rige capacity of' kaolinite will vary from 3 to 15 m. e. /100 
gm. 11 depending o:n the size of the particles present .. 
T.he exchange capac:i:ties of chlol'ite and vermiculite also exb.i.bit a 
good deal of va~iation. Gxim (10) gives the base-exchange of chlorite 
and vermiculite to be 10 to~ m.e$/100gm and 100 to 150 moe./100{!}.ll 
respeati vel.y. 
Martin (29) and Ormsby and Sand (32) fou:nd the hydrous micas to 
have varying exchange oapacit:i.es. They attributed this to the fact 
that the hydrous micas seem to be intermediate 0 or interstratified0 
montmorillonite-il.lite complexes 0 and the exchange capacity will depend 
upon the predomi:r.LB.ting mi:r.1.er'al. 
11':rom the data listed hereg it is easy to see why cation exchange 
capacity is not very well adapted to the q:u.alitative determination of 
cla;y- minerals. It does 0 however, lend itself very well to a quanti-
tative estimation once the types of clay minerals present are estab-
lished. 
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MATERIALS .AND METHODS 
Soils 
The soils used in this investigation are of the Zaneis and King-
fisher soil series~ The two series occur extensively on the erosional 
upland of central and north central Oklahoma. 1'.b.e Ifi.ngfisher series 
occurs a little to the west of the area occupied by the Zaneis series. 
Morphologically~ the two series appear to be very closely related. 
:Both soils were developed from similar pa.rent materials and under 
simila.~ environments. In fact 9 some question has arisen as to whether 
they should be classified as different soils. 
For this study0 four Zaneis and two Kingfisher soils were chosen. 
Two sites, ~onsidered to be representative of the series, were selected 
in each of three cou.uties; Payne, @klahoma9 and Kingfisher. The soil 
a·t each site was sampled in detail. 'E:le samples were brought to the 
laboratory0 allowed to air dry, and crushed to pass a 60 mesh sieve. 
!he samples were then stored in ca.rd.boa.rd ice cream cartons u.ntil used. 
!llh.e :pr'ofile description and site locations of each soil are as 
follows:: 
Zaneis ~ No~ l 
Collected byt Fred Dries 9 Fenton Gray9 W.R. l3ain0 and H.D. Moltha.n. 
Location:: 2 mi E and 2 mi N of Stillwater 9 950 ft W of N quarter corner 
or 1782 ft E of JilW corner of see 7, T 19 N9 R 3 E. 
11 
Site: Normal erosional upland with convex surface and gradient of about 
2 per cent. Tb.e area is in a native mead.ow mostly of tall grasses 
ad.joining a cultivated field to the east. 
Profile: 
.A._t, 0-9" Dark brown (7.5YR 4/2, 3/2, m) loam or silt loam; moderate 
medium granular; friable; porous; roots abundant; pH 5.9; grades to 
horizon below. 
:Bi 9-15 11 Dark reddish-brown (5YR 3/3) clay loam; weak suba.ngular 
blocky; friable; permeable; pH 5.6; roots abUlld.ant; grades to horizon 
below. 
B2 15-24&1 Dark reddish-brown (5YR 3/3, 2/3~ m) heavy clay loam; 
weak suba:n,gular blocky-; more clayey than horizon above; moderately 
friable; permeable; pR 5. 7; porous; roots abundant; some fine ferrug-
:I.nous concretions; grades to horizon below. 
»3 2>.i-36°0 Redd.ish-'brown (5m 4/3, 3/3, m) sandy clay loam; mottled 
with yellowish-red (5lll 4/6); weak suba.ngu.J.ar blocky; moderately 
pemeable; few ferruiinous oo:ncretions: roots abundant; pH 6.o. 
fJ 36-l.!-600 Reddish-brown sandy clay loam with seams of weathered 
sand.stone; weakly stratified with heavier clayey material; pH 6.2. 
Dark reddish,-brow.o. (2. ;YR 3/4) we1.l indurated sandstone; 
very sl:tgb:bl.y friable; pH 6 .. 4. 
The parent ~teria.l ·develops in thinly bedded sandy rocks of the 
Chase group of the Wellington formation which is here composed of 
alternating bands of sandstone and clays. 
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Zaneis Loam. No, 2 
Collected by: Fred Dries 0 Fenton Gray0 Ruel ]ain0 and H.D. Molthan. 
Lo cation: 1} miles W of Oklahoma State Uni ver si ty Dairy J3arn 0 1520 ft 
E of SW corner see 8~ T 19 N, R 2 E. 
Site: Normal erosional upland with weak convex surface and gradient of 
2 percent. .Area is a nativ·e tall grass prairie. 
P:rofileg 
.A.1 0-lP Very dark reddish-gray (5'YR 4/2 0 3/2, m) loam or silt 
loam; moderate medium granular; porous; friable; permeable; roots 
abundant; pH 5.9; grades to 
Bi 11-2311 Yellowish-red (5m 4/St 3/4, m) clay loam; prismatic to 
weak subangu.lar blocky; friable; permeable; porous; roots abundant; 
pH 5~ 6. 
]2-1 23-3211 Yellowish-red (5m 5/6, 3/40 m) silty clay 10am; structure 
same as above; ve-:y hard dry; pH 5~ 7. 
1:32-2 32-4211 Dark .reddish-brown. (5n 3/49 m, 4/60 crushed dry) silty 
c:lay loam; stru.cture same as above; few f erruginous concret:lons; pH 5o 5. 
:B3-l 42-45 11 Yellowish-red (5m 5/6 0 4/6 0 m) eand;y· clay; stratas of 
1of'·t wee:the:r.ed sandstone; more iron co:rJ.cretio:n than a'bove; weak snb-
ane:,"llla.t' 'bloc1k;n p:S: 5. 9 .. 
:s3_2 48-58°0 Dark red (2. 5".!B. 3/6) weak su'bangular 'blockyi :i.ron oon-
c:r.etio:ns increase 'With de-pth; some stratified laye:rs of :rather :raw shale 
and weathered snad.st,one; pH 6. 2~ 
C 5g_ 7gno Dark reddish-brown (2., 5m 4/4~ 3/49 m) de:fini tely weather-
ed sandstone and shale; pH 6.5. 
The parent material develops from alternating bands of sandstones 
and shales of the Chase group of the Wellington formation. 
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Zaueis Loam No 2 .3. 
Collected byg H.M. Galloway, Ruel Bain~ H.D~ Molthan~ and Andy Levin. 
Locatio:ii: Due N of Edmond between Sante Fe railroad and section line 
road in NW SW sec 13, T 14 N, R 3 W and • 62 mi S of NW corner sec 13. 
Site: Gently sloping erosional upland; surface convex; gradient 2 per 
cent. 
Profile: 
A1 0-11 11 J3:rown (7. 5'YR 4/2~ 3/2, m) loam or silt loam; moderate 
medi:am granular; friable; porous and permeable; pH 6.4; grades to the 
layer below. 
:B1 11-16°0 Brown (7. 5'YR 4/3s 3/2~ m) clay loam; moderate mediwn gran-
ular; friable to firm; c:r-wnbly moist; many pores and worm holes; pH 6.1; 
grades slowly to the layer below. 
:B2-l 16-27°0 Reddish-brown (6!B. 4/3) heavy silty clay loam ; moderate 
med:i:wn subangu.la:r blocky; firm; many fine black, soft concretions; 
porous; day films on peds~ pH 6. 2. 
:132-2 27-39°0 Red.dish-brown (5-m 4/11-) li.1;h.t clay; compound moderate 
coarse :prismatic a:nd mod.e:rate coarse suba:ngular blocky; Yery firm; very 
hard dry; 1er1l!Ilbly moist; sides of peds have distinct ela.y filmsi crushed~ 
red (3. 5m 4/6); many inie:ipie:nt black con.c:retions; pH 6. 4; grad.es to the 
layer bel OWo 
:s3 39-5211 Red (2. 5YR 4/6) light clay with a. few yellowish. red mot-
tles and :rounded black spots w.b.ich are ferruginous films; moderate 
medium pr:tsmatic and moderate coarse subangu.lar blocky; firm; very hard 
dry; sides o:f peds darker than interiors; elayfilms indistinct; pH 6.5; 
gr ad.es to layE:)r belowo 
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c1 52-6411 Red (2. 5YR 4/8) sandy clay streaked and mottled with light 
brown (7e5YR 6/4). This is partiaJ.ly weathered intercalated soft thin 
bedded sandstone and red silty clay beds; pH 6.9; grades to layer below. 
c2 64-inno Stratified dark :reddish-brown coarse sandy loam and 
slightly hardened red sandstone with occasional lenses of red clay, 
which has cubiodal breakage; pH 7. o. 
Roots are well distributed in A1, B1, and B2-l and are largely 
between peds in the B3 and c. Tb.is develops in the upper part of the 
Garber formation which is very close to the contact with the Hennessey 
formation. 
Zaneis Loam No, 4 
Collected by; Fenton Gray~ Ruel Bain, and Harrell Molthan. 
Locationz O. 6 mi west of Waterloo store on Oklahoma-Logan county line, 
380 feet west of the north qu.arter corner sec 2, T 14 N9 R 3 W. 
Siteg Gently sloping erosional upland with weak: convex surface and 
gradient of about 2 per cent. Site is in a fence row with a vigorous 
growth of tall prairie grasses including big and little blueetems 9 
Indian9 and swi t:cih.grass and with some side oats €,Ta.ma. 
Profile: 
A1 0-8 10 Dark brown (8. 5Y.R 4/2t 2/2~ m) loam; weak fine to medium 
granular; friable; porous; numerous roots; pH 6.3; grades to the horizon 
below. 
A3 g....1tpo Dark brown. (7. 5YR 4/3 9 3/39 m) light clay loam; moderate 
medium granular; friable moist; roots slightly less numerous than in A1; 
many fine pores; pH 6e2; grades to 
Bi. 1l+-22uu Dark reddish-brown (5m 4/3, 3/3, m) cley loam; weak coarse 
15 
granular to weak Sll'ba.ngu.lar blocky; faces of peds have colloidal coat-
ings; some roots a.re presen.ti pH 6.3; abrupt boundary with next la;,rer. 
:s2_1 22-33111 Dark reddish-brown. (5m 4/4, 3/49 m) heavy clay loam; 
strong medium suba.ngu,lar blocky and weak coarse prismatic; pronounced 
colloid.al coating on peds; hard when dry; pH 6.3; grades to the layer 
below .. 
B2_2 33-42°0 Red.dish-brown (5YB. 5/5, 4/4, m) light sandy clay; 
moderate medium prismatic and moderate medium suba.ngular blocky; vgry 
firm; very hard when dry; slowly permeable; discontinuous dark coat-
ings of peds; a few fine pores; pK 605; boundary with next horizon 
rather abrupt. 
C1 42-54" Red (2.5IR 5/6D 4/69 m) fine sandy loam with seams of 
partly weathered sandstone; contains a. few small clay balls; friable 
when moist; pI:l 6. 6; reek color and hardness cha.nge slightly in lower 
part where it grades to 
e2 54-64~ Red (2.5lll 5/8, 4/S, m) weakly consolidated sandstone 
mieh is :friable when moist and hard when dry; pK 6. 7. 
Roots are well distributed down to and including the B2-2o In the 
c:1 and s2 they are very small in size and few in munber and are m@stly 
in seams and cracks. 
~e parent material forms in weakly consolidated sandstones which 
are part of the upper Garbgr formation near the contact with the 
Hennessey formation. 
Iind'isher Silt ~ No, l 
Collected by: Carl J'isher 9 H.M.. Gallowa.y9 Ru.el :Sain, Jim Oa.lver, and 
Andy Levin. 
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Location~ 2o0 miles E of main corners in city of Kingfisher on highway 
33~ 1500 ft E of NW corner sec 24, T 16 N, R 7 Wa 
Site.~ A native pastu.re which is dominately of short and mid grasses 
including buffalo 0 blue grama~ side oats grama, and scattered clumps of 
little bluestem. Gradient 1} to 2 per centD weak convex. 
Profilei 
A1 0-10~ :Brown (7.5YR 4/3, 3/30 m) silt loam; moderate mediwn 
gTanulax; friable; a few fine pores; abundant fine roots; pH 6e 5; grades 
to the layer below. 
111 10-14Hs Reddish-brown (5YR 4/3, 3/3, m) silty clay loam; strong 
medium subangular blocky; firm; a few holesv worm casts and pores; pH 
6~ 4; grades to the horizon below0 
J32-l ll!-,2100 Reddish-b:ro,nn (2. 5YR 4/4, 3/3v m) silty clay loam; com-
pou.nd moderate mediwn prismatic and. strong coarse subangular blocky; 
firm 9 very hard dry; continuous clay films on peds which are about one 
value darker than interiors; roots are well distributed along the prisms 
a:n.d th.rough the peds t pH 6. ~-;; g:t'ades through a 3-inch transit:ion to 
layer below. 
:s2_2 21-32 91 Reddish-brow.a (5YR 4/4) sil·~y clay loam with a few small 
Z'ed spets; eompotmd m0derate medium prismatic and moderate coarse sub-
aniuular blocky; very firm; very hard when dry; pH 60 7; sides of ped have 
a.ark reddish brown clay film coatings which are one value darker than 
the interiors; grades to the layer below. 
J33 32-42°0 Yellowish-red (5YR 4/6~ crushed 5/6) silty clay loam; 
with structure like horizon above; sides of peds are slightly coated 
with dark reddish-brown films; a few fine soft black films; very firm; 
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v·ery hard dry; pH 7 .1; grades indistinctly to the layer below. 
c1 t~2-52oc Red (3. 5YR 5/6, 4/6, m) heavy silty clay loam; compound 
weak medium prismatic and weak blocky; very firm; very hard d:l:'y; a few 
very fine pores; pH 7.7; grades shortly to the layer below. 
C2 52-65oc Red (3. 5YR 5/6, 4/6~ m) heavy silty clay loam; weak medium 
blocky; about like the C1 horizon but has a few 'White sandy grains in 
the mass; noncalcareous; grades to layer below; pH 7.8. 
c3 65-7tpe Red (3.5YR 5/6) silty clay loam with seams of fine grained 
noncalcareous sandstone about 1/8 inch thich; a thicker band of this 
flat;-'bedded sandstone limits further digging at 74 inches; pH 8. 3. 
'l!his parent material is formed from the Cedar Hills sandstone 
member of the Hennessey formation. Root are well distributed. in all 
layers down to and including the c1• :Below this they ax·e sparse and 
oceur only in natural cracks. 
Collected by: Carl Fisher, H.M. Gallowa;v, Glenn Williams, and Harrell 
Mo l '1thaJ1 .• 
Loeat,ion: } mi W of Okarche in SESENE sec 36, T 13 N, R 8 w .. 
Site: Is a native pa~rture mostly of short and mid grasses. Gradient 
11 l ak 2 per cen:.;, we eoxi.vex. 
An, 0-P Reddi.sh-b:row:n. (5Y.R 4/4, 3/4, m) silt; loam; moderate inediwn ·-.L-1 
granular; f':riable; permeable; pH 6. 4; grades to 
A1_2 7-14°8 Same as above except that structure is slightly stronger; 
pH 7 .. 0; ·this grades through a 2-inch ·transition to the layer below • 
.A_ 14-19°1 Reddish-brown (5YR 4/4, 3/4v m) heavy silt loam; moderate -~j 
medium. g:ra.:nular; friable; numerous pores and fine root holes; pH 7. 2; 
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b"I'ades to the horizon below. 
B2_1 19-2818 Reddish-brown (2. 5YR 4/5; 3/5, m) silty cley loam.; moderate 
medium subangular blocky; firm; weak clay :films on peds which are darker 
than interiors; pH 7. 3; grades to 
:s2_2 28-36°0 Reddish-brown (2.5m 4/4 1 3/l+, m) heavy silty clay loam.; 
compound coarse prismatic and weak medium blocky; firm; slowly permeable; 
pH 7o3; clay films apparent; surfaces darker than interiors; grades to 
the layer belowQ 
:s3 36-4491 . Red (2 .. 5YR 4/6, 3/6, m) silty clay loam mu.ch like layer 
ab~ve but without the clay films; a few black spots and partly weathered 
sandstone fragments; pH 7. 3; grades to the leyer below. 
o1 44-56°0 Red (2. 5Y.R 4/8, 3/8. m) heavy loam between seams of 
slightly hardened fine grain.ad sandstone; slightly or indistinctly 
laminated with silty strata; pH 7. 8; changes slightly to an easier 
digging, less hard layer below. 
c:2 56-68 90 Heavy silty clay loam which is of slightly hardened silty 
ro©ks; this :rests on a thicker~ hardened layer of sandstone at 68 inches 
whi©h prohibits deeper digging; pH s.2. 
There is good :root distri.bu.tion through the :s2_2• :Below this the 
:roots are smaller, less abundant~ and occupy only the natural cracks 
between pedso 
'l!he parent material is weathered from the Cedar Hills sandstone 
manbe:r of the Hennessey formation. 
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Methods of Analysis 
Ohemical Analysis 
'l!he chemical analysis of each sample, was made as follows: The p:S: 
was determined with a. Beckman glass electrode pH meter on a. 1:1 soil-
water paste. 'l!he organic matter was determined by the potassium 
dichromate wet oxidation method of Schollenberger (36)5 Total nitrogen 
oontent was determined by the Kjeldahl method according to Harper (13). 
Total phosphorus determinations were made by perchloric acid digestion 
and development of the molybdate color complex: according to a procedure 
by Shelton and :Hal:'per (37). The exchangeable cations were determined 
by a modification of the method of Pee.ch et al., (33). The exchangeable 
cations were displaced with ammonium acetate and extracted by leaching .. 
The leachate was digested with perchlorie acid, brought to volume with 
distilled water 0 filtered through a chloride saturated anion exchange 
colu.nm. 0 and the exchangeable catiom were determined on a Beckman m 
Fla.me Spectrophotometer with Photomultiplier. The cation exchange 
capacity was determined by the ammonium saturation and distillation .. 
method of Pee.oh et alo (33). 
Claz Sgparation and Fractionation 
A 500 gram sample of each major horizon was selected for clay 
separation and placed in a 1000 ml beaker for removal of organic matter. 
!I.he orgall!Lio matter was removed with H2o2 as outlined by Jackson, 
Whittig, and Pennington (19)., The sample was washed to remove the end 
products of oxidation by centrifuging, decanting0 and redispersing with 
distilled water~ This operation was repea·ued until the soil tended to 
remain in suspension after centrifuging. 
'l!he sample was then washed from the centrifuge tubes withal N 
Na2oo3 solution a:nd saturated with sod:i:u.m for dispersion. 
With this method of dispersion, no further treatment was needed 
throughout the cycle of clay separation. It has also been shown that 
this method removes small quantities of organic matter not removed. by 
H202 treatment (19)o 
!l!le dispersed sample was transferred to an 18 liter carboy and 
diluted to the 18 liter mark wHh distilled water., The sample was 
thoroughly shaken and allowed to stand undisturbed for sedimentation$ 
At a predetermined time 9 as calculated by Stokes Law~ a siphon 
was lowered into the suspension to the calculated settling depth of 
the less than 2 micron size particles, and the suspension containing 
these particles was siphoned off (21). The carboy was refilled with 
distilled water~ and the separa.tion was repeated until a sufficiently 
large sample was obtained ((about 40 liters). 
Th.e suspension containing the less than 2 micron size fraction 
was collected in a 50 liter carboy~ thoroughly mixedD and centrifuged 
with a Sharples super centrifuge to fraetionate the sample into the 
2 t~ 0.2 micron and less than 00 2 micron size fractions. 
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For this sepa.ratiol\ the suspension was conducted directly from the 
50 liter carboy into the centrifuge bowl through a siphon tube fitted 
with a screw clamp to regu.late flow~ A constant head was maintained by 
lowering a glass tube 0 through the stopper containing the siphon tube 9 
into the carboy until it rested about one inch from the bottom of the 
ca.rboy9 and firmly securing the stopper. !!!his procedure proved very 
satisfactory, as once the desired rate of flow was established it 
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remained constant throughout the operation. 
To effect the separation, and arbitrary centrifuge speed was chosen, 
and the rate of flow necessary for the desired fractionation calculated 
from a variation of Stokes Law (39). The density of ·the less than 0.2 
miicron pa'rticles was assumed to be 2. 200 
'!he mater:i.al collected on the plastic: sleeve of the centrifuge 
b~wl was redispersed and cycled through the centrifuge for more complete 
separa:teion. This operatio11 was repeated until the li<111id passing the 
c®ntrifuge was clear. With a low concentration of suspensoid0 the 
separat:ioit was usu.ally complete af'ter :four or fiye runs through the 
c:ent:rifuge. 
The ~ispension containing the less than 0.2 micron size fraction 
waSJ t,:r.-a:i:u,i:f e:r:red. :fr,()m the collect,:tng carboys to :five gallon crocks a11d 
:f'lot1clila.ted with l 1'l' magnes:i.um acetate. The sU.J.)e:rnatent Hqi.1:id was 
decanted. and the floeiculated matedal transferred to a 2000 ml E:rlenmyer 
flask for stJOll'age. 
iihe material 1::;ollected on the centrifuge bowl sleeve after the 
las·~ ee:crl.;:r.ifuga.1,io:ti, 0 the 2 ·to Oe 2 micron f':r.action, was washed from 
t;he sleeve into a 2000 ml J!lrlenmye:r flask with distilled water, 
f'loecu.lated w:Uh a 1 N magrJ.esium ac,eta.t;e sol11tion, the supernaten't 
Hquid. decan:lr,ed.,, and stored. 
}.'>:r'_ en a:r ~tis! n of'. S§illtl es (Q.;t ~lli 
A :B'xff'i.cient quantity of each sample for analysis was selected 
and satura·ted wHh magnesiUJ'll ions as outline cl l:iy K1..u1ze and Rich (3). 
'.l:ne procedu..re was modified ·~o omit the alcohol washings and continue 
washing wi.t,h d.ist;illed water until the sample remained in. suspension 
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after centrifugation: 
Slurry samples for :X,..ray analysis were drawn off at the prescribed 
time and stored in sealed polyethylene bottles. T.b.e remainder of the 
sample 9 after the washing was completed,was dried at 47°0, crushed to 
pass a 60 mesh seive, and stored in sealed plastic vials. 
!(ethods .2i, Analysis 
The slurry samples for X-ray a.nalysis 9 along with samples of· the 
dry Mg-clay for D. !.A. 9 were sent to Dr. G. W. lfunze 9 .Agronomy Departmen;t, 
!exa.s .A&M abllege, College Station9 Texas 0 for analysis. 
An approximately O. 2 gram sample of the Mg-clay was weighed on an 
analytical balance and the ethylene glycol retention value determined by 
a variation of Martin°s procedUl'e (3). The results were reported as 
mgm ethylene glyeol/lOOgm sample. 
Total non-exchangeable potassium was determined by the BF acid 
dissolution method of Jackson (16) 0 and results are reported as per cent 
x2o. Final determinations were made on a ]eckman DO' Flame Spectro-
photemeter with Photomultiplier. 
For cation excll.a:nge capacity dete1"minathns 0 an adaptation of the 
Gedrioiz NH4Cl method outlined by Kelley (21) was used., A 500 mgm sample 
of the Mg-tilay was placed in a 12 x 100 mm Allihn :filter tube w. th 
fritted dise, whicll had been placed on a suctien flaskg and leaehed with 
a 1 N NB40l solution to displace magnesiwn. 
lModification suggested by Dr. G.W. Kunze, .Agronomy Department, 
Texas .A&M College, College Station, Texass in a personal communication. 
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Ten milliliters of the leaching solution were added to the sample 
in the filter tube 0 the sample was swirled periodically for 30 to 45 
minutes, and then allowed to stand for two hours without suction. At 
the end of the two hour period gentle suction was appliedp and the 
leachate was collected in a test tub~ which had been placed inside the 
suction flask. The sample was further leached with 10 milliliter 
portions of the leaching solution until a total volume of approximately 
50 milliliters of leachate was obtained. 
The leachate was transferred to a 50 ml volumetric flask 9 the 
volume adjusted to 50 milliliters 0 and the magnesium content was 
determined with a ~eckman DIJ Flame Spectrophotometer with Photo-
multiplier. The results are reported as m.e. Mg/lOOgm sample. 
RESULTS AllTD DISCUSSION 
Particle Size Analysis 
The particle size distribution of the Za:neis No. l prof:Ue 
~ABLE III)reveals a pronounced clay bulge in the ! 2 horizon with 
a corresponding accumulation of the fine silt fraction, but to a lesser 
degree. An interesting feature of this profile is the marked increase 
of coarse silt from the D to the A horizon. This is accompanied by 
a decrease in the fine sand fraction, while the very fine sand remains 
fairly constant. ~isD and the increase of fine silt in the upper 
half of the profile 0 suggests either stratification of parent material 
or the coarse particles present in the parent material are actually 
aggregates composed of smaller particles and have weathered into their 
component parts and undergone eluviation and illuviation as the solum 
has developed. 
The particle size analysis of the Za.:neis No. 2 profile (TA:BLE III) 
indicates a normal soil that has developed in place from uniform parent 
material. There has apparently been some movement of fine silt along 
with the eluviation and illuviation of the clay fraction. The coarse 
fractions decrease in the J horizon~ as would be expe~~ed9 due to the 
accu.muiation of clay and show a slight increase in the A horizon due to 
the loss of clay sized particles. 
T.AJ3LE III 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRil3UTION OF TEE ZANEIS NO. l 
AND ZANEIS NO. 2 PRO]! ILES* 
Size Class and Diameter of Particles (in mm,l 
Couse Very 
and Fine Fine Coarse Fine 
Depth Med. Sand Sand Sand Silt Silt Olay 
inches Horizon 2-.,,25 .2t,1 t 1-.05 .01.02 1102-.002 <1002 
% % % 
Zaneis No 11 l 
0-9 A1 o.6 12.1 26.0 31.s 11.9 17.6 
9-1~ :81 o. 6 11.5 22. 5 26.5 13.2 25.7 
lt2 B2 0 .. 1 9.2 16.5 21.5 16.9 35.0 
2 36 B3 0.3 15. 6 23.5 19.7 10.6 30.3 
36-46 C 0.3 21.0 27. 3 17.8 9.1 23.9 
l}6 + D 0 .. 5 61.3 23.9 2.6 3.1 8. 6 
Zaneis No, 2 
0-11 A1 0.3 19.9 28.4 25.5 · s.4 1'7. 5 
11-23 :81 0.2 16.1 24.1 20.7 g.)4 30.5 
23-32 :e2-1 0.3 14.2 2a.3 20.~ 9.2 32.7 
~2-42 :S2-2 0.5 14.9 2 -~ 22. · 9.9 27.s 2:..4g :B3-1 o.s 15.6 23. 24.7 s.s 26 .. 7 
48-58 B3-2 0.7 17.6 23.3 24.l 9.2 25.1 
58-D Cl ' O 4 18 .. 3 26.6 23.1 10.0 21,6 II 
*Mechanical analysis by s.c.s. laboratory, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Samples s57okla60-3-(1-6) and S570kla6o-4(l-7). 
!Eb.e mechanical analysis of Zaneis No. 3 (TABLE IV) reveals the 
same type of distribution as was observed in Zaneis No. 1 9 but is 
not as pronounced as in Zaneis No. l. It appears that these two soils 
have been affected by the same 9 or quite similar processes. 
!!he particle size distribution of the Zaneis No. 4 profile 
(TABLE IV) does not conform to a standard pattern. '!!he particles 
larger than 0.1 mm increase from the o2 horizon up through the!; 
horizon. !llh.e ela.y content of the Ci horizon is less than that of 
the o2• Both the fins and coarse silt fractions exhibit a continuous 
decrease from the -'l, horizon to the c2 horizon, with a large drop 
ocicuring between the l31 and ::s2 horizons. This drop in silt is 
a.ccompa.n.ied by a large increase in sand as well as cla.y. It is 
difficu.lt 0 if not impossible 0 to visualize any soil forming process 
that could account for this type of distribution. Apparently, 
there has been a. definite stratification of paren·t material in this 
profile. The disconformity among horizons expressed here is also 
evident in the clay mineral composition to be discussed later. 
The mechanical analysis of the Kingfisher No. l profile 
(TABLE V) reveals an interesting situation. There is a noticeable 
discon:f'ormity between the upper and lower halves of the profile, with 
the break occuring between the :e2_2 and 133 horizons. Tb.ere are more 
coarse sized particles (>0.02 mm) and more clay in the upper half of 
the profileD and more fine silt in the lower half. It would appear 
from this data that there has been stratification of pa.rent material 9 
and the upper portion of this pro£ile did not necessarily weather 
from the same materia1 that the lower half did. 
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TAJ3LE IV 
P.AlTIOLE SIZE mS'l!R.I:BtJTION OF TD ZANEIS NO. 3 
An WEIS NO. 4 PROFILES* 
Size Class and Diameter of Particles (in mm.) 
Coarse Very 
and Fine Fine · Coarse Fine 
Depth Med. Sand Sand Sand Silt Silt Olay 






Zaneis No 1 3 
0-11 Al 2.4 20.6 20 .. 3 29.4 11.7 l~.6 
11-16 :B1 2.9 20 .. 0 17 .. s 21.9 12. 7 2 ,,7 
16-27 :S2-1 3.1 24.4 19.7 15.9 10.s 26 .. 1 
27-39 :S2-2 lo2 26.s 20.0 13.3 s .. ~ 28.,2 
39-52 :S3 .. 4 29.1 19.5 12.1 6 • 2s.5 
52-64 01 7,,8 34.1 17.0 10.9 4.9 25.3 
6li-81 02 25.4 31.2 9.0 10. 5 7e2 16 .. 7 
Zen.eis N0 1 4 
0-8 Al o.s 12. 7 21.1 36.0 13.5 15.9 
8-14 A3 0.1 12.9 20.1 32.9 13.0 20 .. 4 
14-22 Bl 1.0 10.6 18.2 29.1 14.6 26 .. 5 
22-33 »2-1 0.7 13.7 24 .. 4 11.1 10.7 32.s 
33-42 :82-2 0.5 16.5 30.9 17.4 1.6 27.1 
42-54 01 0.5 14. 7 42.3 15.6 5.6 21.3 
54-64 C;z 0 6. 5 54,5 11.4 3.0 24 .. 6 
*Mechanical analysis by s. C. s. laboratory0 Lincoln, Nebraska.. 
Samples S570k1a55-2-(1-7) and S570kla55-3-(l-7). 
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TA'.BLE V 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIJ3UTION OF TEE XDTGFISBER NO. 1 
AND ICINGFI smm NO. 2 PROFILES* 
Size Class and Dia.meter of Particles (in mm,l, 
Coarse Very 
and Fine Fine Coarse Fine 
Depth Med., Sand Sand Sand Silt Silt Olay 
inclles Horizcm 2-~25 8 25j' l gl-005 ,01002 .02-11002 ~.002 
% % % 
Kingfisher No 1 1 
0-10 A.1 1.1 l .. 4 11.3 50 .. 9 15.6 19.,7 
10-14 !J. 1.,2 1 .. 0 s.3 l!o. l 14.3 35.1 
1q...21 :82-1 1 .. 2 1.1 s.4 35.3 13 .. 7 4o.3 
21=32 :B2-2 o .. s 0 .. 1 5 .. 6 39 .. 7 20 .. 8 32 .. 4 
32-42 :83 0 .. 2 0.2 1.8 39o0 3006 28.2 
42-52 Qi 0 0 .. 1 1 .. 9 41 .. 5 31 .. 5 25.0 
52-6~ 02 0 0.,1 l.,8 42.5 32 .. s 22.8 
65-7 03 0,,7 0.5 2 .. 4 44 .. 3 32.9 19.3 
Kindisher No 11 2 
0-7 A.1-1 0.3 o .. 6 22.4 52.1 11 .. 1 12 .. 9 
7-14 J.1-2 0.2 0.5 21 .. 1 48.2 1206 17.4 
1l;j...19 A.3 o .. ; o .. s 19.6 48.1 11 .. 2 19.4 
19-28 :82-1 0.3 0 .. 5 18.0 42 .. 6 10.8 27.s 
28-~6 :82-2 0.,2 0.5 17.,7 43 .. 2 10 .. ; 27.,9 
36- 4 :B3 0.2 o.6 18.4 li.7. 6 10 .. 8 23.4 
44..56 01 0 .. 1 0 .. 7 19 .. 2 52.0 11 .. 3 16.7 
56-68 G2 Oy9 0~ 19°9 45e5 130 3 19,7 
*Mechanical analysis by S.OoSo laboratorys Lincoln, 
Samples S570kla37=l0-(l=8) and S570kla37=l1-(l-8)o 
Nebraska. 
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The particle size distribution of the Kingfisher No. 2 profile 
(TAJ3LE -V ) is very similar to that of Zaneis No. 29 in that the same 
overall pattern is exhibited by both soils. l!'rom this data it appears 
that this profile also developed from uniform pa.rent material& 
The only noticeable difference between the Iing:f'isher and Zaneta 
profiles9 from inspection of TA!LES IIIP IV, snd V9 is that the Iing-
fisher profiles are higher in silt while the Zaneis profiles are higher 
in sand. The clay contents of the two series are quite comparable. 
This would indicate that the Kingfisher profiles developed from a silty 
pa.rent material 9 whereas the Zaneis profiles were derived from more· 
sandy paren·b material. 
Chemical .Analysis 
The chemical analyses are presented in T.A:BLES VI 9 VII 9 and VIII. 
Th.e exchange complex: of all six profiles is predominately saturated 
with ea and Mg. !lhe m: and Wa saturation is considerably lower. The 
two Kingfisher profiles are higher in exchangeable bases 9 especially 
Na and. Ca, and the exchangeable bases exceed the exchange capacity of 
most horizons. This is especially true in the parent material of both 
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profiles. !l'he o3 horizon ef Kingfisher No. l _ and the (l2 horizon of 
Kingfisher No. 2 were treated with dilute H<n. and washed with distilled 
water to remove soluble carbonates prior· to analysis for exchangeable 
catione. !!!his same phenomena has been observed by other investigators 
in soils from similar environments and was attributed to sparingly 
soluble carbonates (3). 
Die pH of the solum appears to be inherited directly from the 
T.A:BLE VI 
CHEMICAL MEASUREMl!lNTS OF THE ZANEIS lfO. l .A.ND NO. 2 PROFILES 
% 
= 
pH with 1:1 Total Excha:ageable Cations 
soil=water Orga:o.ic ,, phos. CEO m1 e1 LlOO ~s~ 
Horizon _l)epth ratio Matter Nitrogen PoPsm, moe,/lOOps, Ca Mg If _ _ Na 
Zaneis No& l 
A1 0=9 11 5.90 2.75 0.195 . 210 .1i'.""' 13. 50 7 .. 000 3.618 0.396 o.423 
:B1 9-1511 5 .. 61 2.12 0 .. 153 164.o 18.76 9.150 5.222 0.35g o.423 
ll2 15=2411 5,.65 1.57 · 0.125 122.4 21.52 12.300 6 .. 990 o.46o o.462 
:133 24-3611 6.oo o.45 0.076 73.6 16.30 8.650 5. 962 o. 396 o. 577 
0 36-46it 6.20 0 .. 30 0.075 57.6 12.07 6.525 4.565 0.294 o. 596 
D 46 .... 91 6. 4o o.oo 0.059 25.6 6.93 4.85() 3.372 0.205 0.596 
Zan.eis J!l'o,. 2 
A1 0-1110 5.91 2.50 0.165 168.0 11.49 4.85 3.207 o.46o 0.30g 
B1 .11-23" 5.60 1 .. 50 0.130 156.0 16.os 6~65 4.359 0.320 0.385 
132=1 23-3211 5.70 1.22 0.113 137.6 15.91 6.65 5.05g 0.35g 0.577 
B2=2 32=42 11 5.79 0.71 o.os6 88.0 14.02 6.05 5,.674 0.320 0.577 
:B3--1 42-4811 5.90 o .. li-2 0.079 61.6 14.30 6.10 5,.674 o. 320 0.577 
:B},-2 48-58 11 6.20 0.17 0.067 45.6 13. 51 6042 6. 743 0.320 0.577 
.a__·- ~~'58-78" 6 .. 45 OQ01 0Qo65 41.6 lla4o 5~ 35 5~14o 0.256 O~_ 'cS 
TAJ3LE VII 
CHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE ZAEEIS NOo 3 AND ZAN.EIS NO. 4 PROFILES 
pH with lgl % Total llxchangeable Oat ions 
soil-wa:ter Or ga;ni. e % phos. OEC m11 e, llOO IS!!'!S1 
Horizon Depth ratio Matter Nitrogen p .. p.,m. m. e,. / 100 gms. Ca Mg IC Na 
Zan.eis No 1 3 
Al 0-11" 6.41 2.72 0.136 137.6 10.67 6.875 3. 742 o.499 o.3s5 
Bi ll-1691 6.10 1. 67 0.102 123.0 15.05 s.550 5.222 0.358 o.423 
:82-1 16-27 11 6021 0.97 0.077 131,.2 16.97 9.175 6.250 0.396 0.577 
:e 2-2 27-39" 6.40 0.55 0.057 70.4 17.so 9.175 6.990 o.422 o.462 
)33 39-5281 6.53 0.37 o.o4s 70.4 16.83 9.300 6 .. 620 o.46o 0 .. 654 
Cl 52-6411 6.8s 0.22 o.o4o 76.8 15.57 7.275 5.592 0.396 ~ 0.654 
C2 64-81 II 1 .. 00 0.07 0.039 s3 .. 2 10.50 4 .. 025 3.372 o.473 o.423 
Zaneis No 1 4 
Al 0-8 11 6.,31 2.s5 0.146 163 .. 2 10.77 7.325 3.454 0.665 o.423 
A:, 8-14" 6.22 1.77 0.105 137.6 13.37 6. 750 4.354 o. 396 0.769 
J3i 14-2211 6.28 1.52 0.099 131.2 16.97 7.450 5.,058 o. 396 0.923 
:82-1 22-33 11 6.28 0.97 0.077 80.0 21.48 10.500 6.456 0.524 0.654 
132-2 33-4211 6. 49 0.72 0.065 70.4 17.24 8.650 5.428 0.243 o.846 
01 42-5411 6.55 0.32 0.048 54.4 11.52 5.350 4.359 0.256 o.423 
54=.64 61 6. -z:g 0.042 44,.8 12065 5!1!058 o. 320 0.846 vi 02 Og22 1~200 .... 
TABLE VIII 
CREMICAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE KINGFISHER NO. l AND KINGFISHER NO. 2 PROFILES 
pH with lil % Total Exchangeable Cations 
soil-water Organ:!.® % phos. CEO m, e2 £lOO ~s .. 
Rp:rizon De;Q.,th ratio Matter Nitrogen Po:o~m. m. e. /100 gms. Ca Mg K Na. 
A1 0-1011 6.5 
Ki~:f'isher No9 l 
3.50 0.161 31@.5 16.08 10.000 5.058 0.921 1 .. 000 
Bl 10-1411 6.4 1.85 0.102 24o .. o 20. 50 9.900 7.812 0.665 o.423 
:82-1 14-21 11 6.4 1.60 0 .. 086 176.0 25.86 11.550 9.910 0.742 o.462 
:82-2 21-32 11 6.7 · o.87 0.057 200.0 20.74 9.,700 9. 416 o. 524 0.615 
B3 32-42" 7.1 0.52 0.046 270.0 17.62 7.800 7.812 o.410 0.659 
0 1 42-52 11 1.1 0.32 0 .. 036 306.0 15.50 10.000 7.s12 o.410 1.385 
02 52-6511 7.8 0.25 0 .. 034 348.o 15.29 8.050 7. 64g o. 396 0.659 
0 3 65-7411 s. 3 0.12 0.027 336.0 13.,03 13.000 5.14o o. 396 o. 615 
Kirud'isher No. 2 
Ai-1 0-7 11 6.4 2.05 0.102 216.0 9.59 6.030 3.043 0.806 o.,423 
Al-2 7-14" 1.0 1. 50 0.077 176.0 11.18 1.100 4 .. 030 o. 742 o.462 
A3 14-1911 7.2 1.27 0.067 162.4 11.83 s.300 5.350 o. 499 0.320 
:82-1 19-289' 7.3 0.,97 0.063 156.0 16.63 10.900 6.,250 Oo460 0 .. 731 
B2-2 28-36RB 7.3 0 .. 85 0.048 156.0 17.27 10 .. 900 6.,990 o. 524 0 .. 615 
B3 36-44" 7.3 o.45 0.038 152.0 13 .. 24 s .. 300 1.155 o.422 1 .. 154 
\,,I 
01 44...5601 7.8 0.37 0.029 136.0 8.44 4.350 6.53g 
I\) 
0.307 2.308 
Ge 56=6511 Sa2 = o._1i::; 0.027 196.,0 9.09 12.200 9. 211 o. 294 3.4E2 
··--· --- . --- -
:parent material. T.b.e higher the pH of the parent material the higher 
the pH observed in the solum. 1ihe Zan.eis No. 1 and No. 2 are the most 
acid and the two Kingfisher profiles the most basic, with Zan.eis No. 3 
and mo. 4 intermediate. 
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All six profiles exhibit an aocumulation of organic matterp nitrogenp 
phosphorusn and to a lesser degree Oa, in the Ai horizon. Judging from 
the exchangeable bases and changes in pH from horizon to horizon, the 
leaching process does not seem to have greatly affected these soils. 
T'.his would indicate that calcification was the predominate process 
of soil formation for all six profiles. 
In comparing the two series it is observed that the two Iring.fisher 
profiles are higher in phosphorusp especiall1 in the parent material, 
and are more basic. Organic matter and nitrogen content of the two 
series are comparable. The overall analysis reveals the two Iingf'isher 
profiles to be of higher· inherent f'ertili,ty than the 4 Z"a.neis profiles. 
~lay Mineralogy 
!b.e results of the X-ray analysis and D.1'.J:.. are presented. in 
. T.Al3LES IX and X. The interstratified (Is) interpretation of the JC..ray 
analysis'is apparently hydrated micas that· are poorly ordered and not 
uniformly hydrated., !his is reflected by the low angle scatter (<:S0 26) 
of the X-ray spectrographs for the Mg saturated9 glycol solvated samples 
(Figures l to 12) and the fact that when the sample was X saturated ~d 
heated there wae a reduction of scatter and a significant increase in 
0 
intensity of the 10 A peak. 
The montmorillonite-chlorite (M/C) interstratified interpretation 
TABLE IX 
IDENTIFYING CRITERIA FOR CLAY MINERALS OF THE ZANEIS NO. ls NO. 2~ AND NO. 3 PROFILES*** 
Coarse clay 2. 0~ 2 microns __ Fine cla:;y <O. 2 microns 
mg/g* mg/g* 
CEO , 'fo Glycol :x;..:ray CEC '%, Glycol X=ray 


















2. 3 88 
3.0 71 
2. 5 86 
2. 7 73 
Zaneis No. 1 
I2sK2, ~' Is? K,V 65 1.7 
M2, I2,KaQ.3 K~M 78 1.3 
K2,I2,V/02,Q3 KpV 63 1.6 
K29!2,V/C2,Q3 K,V 59 1.9 
Zaneis No. 2 
!2; X:2, Q,3 x~v 56 1.9 
I2,K211 Q,3 K,V 56 1.8 
I2, K2, VI 02, Q3 X,V 58 2.0 
Zaneis No. 3 
A1 30 2. 7 82 I2, • r • • ,. , • __ - -· K29 Q3s V /0? K9 V 61 
192 I2,K2, Is?** K,Hm 
235 K2, Is? K,Hm 
210 I2, K2, Is? X,Hm 
177 I2,K2s Is7 X,Hm 
188 I211K2, Ia? K~Hm 
163 I2,K2, Is? K,Hm 
182 I2fK2, ls? K,V 
187 I2,K2, Is? K,Hm 
B2 39 2.7 108 I2,K2iQ3,V/C7 K9 V ~2 1.6 214 I2,K2,Is? K9 Hm 
C 37 3.1 88 I 6,K2,Qi)..V/C? K.V 71 2.0 206 Ig.K29 I 8 7 K.Hm 
* Pure montmorillonite retains ~pproximately 280 mg/g glycol 
** I - Illi te~ M - Montmo:rilloni te, K - Kaolinite, V - Vermiculite, C - Chlori te, Q. - Quartz, 
Is - Interstratified. Subscript refers to relative amount: 1 - greater than 4o%, 2 - 10 to 
40%$ 3 = less than 105' 
***X-ray analysis and D. T.A. ·by D-.r. G. W. Kunzes .Agronomy Department, Texas .A&M College. \.,.J + 
lll3LE X 
IDENTIFYING CRITERIA FOR CLAY MINERALS 01' THE ZA.NEIS NO. 4 AND THE KINGFISHER NO. l AND NO. 2 PROFILES*** 





CEC Glycol X....ray CEC Glycol X-ray 










Za.neis No,, 4 
21 : , 2. 7 58 l29Kz&Q2sis? KsV 70 2.2 209 I2,X2, Is?** 
48 3.0 111 M/02il'I:2~K3, Q.3 M9K 106 l. 3 137 M/C2,I29 K3 
:32 3.1 78 !29 Kz. v I C2, Q.3 KtV 72 1. g 19·2 I2,K2, Is? 
Ki!lld'i sher :No 2 l 
21 4.5 63 I2,.K2,,, (e, Is? V,K 72 2. 7 2l0 I2,K3, Is? 
29 4.1 77 I2iK2:s,Q.311 V/Ct V,K 81 2~ 2 214 I2, I), I s'l 
37 3.7 100 M/ c:2i I2:• K2s Q.3 M,O~K 68 2.0 166 M/02,I2,K2 
Kind'i sher No~ 2 
21 4.5 64 I1,K2,, Qe. I 8 f V,X 66 3. 5 186 I1, Ist 
30 4 .. 1 80 IpK2 s, Q.3, V/Ct KsV 77 3.1 199 IpK3' Is? 
31 4.2 92 I1,Kz11 Q.3., V/Ct V11K11C 65 3. 9 198 I1,X3,is? 
• Pure montmorillonite retains ap:p:r-oximately 280 mg/ g glycol. 
** I - Illitef M - Montmorillonite, IC - Kaolinite, V = Vermiculite~ C - Chlorite. Q, = Q.la.rtz 9 
Is - Interatratified. So.bscript refers to relative amount: l - greater than 4o%, 2 - 10 to 
4o%9 3 - ;Lesa than lo~t_ 
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Fi.go l., X=ray spectrographs of Zaneis 







Figo 2.. Jt.,,r a;y spectrogr a:phs of Zanei s 
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Figo 4.. :x;..ray ·spect:rographs of Zaneis No. 2 fine 
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Fig., 9. X...rq spectrographs of Kingfisher No. 2 









Fig~ 10., X..ra;r speetrographs of Xi:ngfisb.er·,J;{o.. 2 fine 
. clay fractions .. 
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Fig. 11. l.,o:ray spectrographs of Kingfisher NOl. l 
















Fig. 12. X-ray spectrographs of Ki:ng:f'isher No. l 
:fi.ne clay fractions& 
for the clay fract;ions of the J3 horizon of Zaneis No. 4 and C horizon 
Cl 
Kin.gfishe:r No. l was based on a strol'1g peak at approximately 16 A for 
the Mg; sa:turatedp glycol solvated samples (Figures 7 9 8 0 9, and 10) 
and the fact that this spacing of the K sa.tu.ra.ted samplesp heated to 
600°0, did not 9:pp:roach 10 1 as would be e:xpected. if the inter-
stratification had been either montmorillonite-vermiculite or 
montmorilloni'te-illite. The D, 'I'.A. of the CJ horizon of Kingfisher 
No. l was al so indicative of chlorit. e in that it gave a strong high 
temperature endotherm at 840°0 for both size fractions (Figure 13). 
The vermiculite-chlorite (V/C) interstratification, common in the 
0 
coarse clay f:i.'actionsp was based on a 14. 7 A peak for the Mg saturated., 
glycol solvated samples and a :reduction in intensity o:f' this peak 
0 
whe:11 the eia.mple was K satul''ated a.n.d hea.ted. 0 a.long with a 14 A peak 
remain1ng in the 1.1.:nhea:t,ed K-aample. Much of this mater:tal .9:ppears to 'be 
vermie·alite or v·ermicul:i:~e,~like hydra,ted mic:as 9 'With lesser amounts 
of clllorl te. 
The ,rermiculite interpretation of the D. T. A.~ common in the 
coarse clays 1) ca:n be wontmorillonHe as well, since both minerals 
f~ive the same double low ·temperature endcd;herm (Figure 14). The 
vermi.cu.lU,e interpretat;ion was made in conjunct,ion with the Xa-.ray 
:results., 
The hydrated mica interpretation of the D. T.A. 0 common in the fine 
clays, was based on the low temperature endotherm which though not a 
dou"ble endotherm 0 was much more intense than commonly a.ssoci.ated with 
ill:lte (ll'ig,1.1.re 14)~ 
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Fig. 13. Differential thermal curves of' the fine (CUl"ve A) and coarse (curve :e) clay fracttons 
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values, TABLES IX and x~ it is apparent that a high ex.©hange?, ex;pa.nding 
lattice mineral must, comprise a large 1::ie:roenta,ll:e of the fine clay 
fractions of all six profiles. If one assumes the 10% x2o value 
for ~.lUte (18) 1 uses the approxi.ma.te percent; of ka.olin:l.,te from 
X...r~ mnd D. T.Au ~ and leh a montmorillo:niUo type mineral oonsti tute the 
remainder of t;he sample~ th€ln eale1,2.lahe the theoretic~l 0€\t;ion E!:X:ohange 
From these calculat,iomi it appears that the interstratified. 0 or hydrated 
mica" component of the :fine clay :fractions of these soils is p:rimarily 
composed of a m0n:bmo:rillo:ni t1.c type clay mineral 9 and that this mineral 
i~ the major corisUtuent of the fine clay fraot,ions where it is observed. 
!l!b.e types and J~elat;i ve amounts of clay minerals :present in Zane is 
No. 1 are :f'airly U1tif'orm for the A0 0 0 and D horizons as reflected 
by t~he cat,:l.on exchange capa.cHy, :percent x20 0 X-ra:y ana.lysia 0 a11d D, T.A. 
(TABLE IX, 1ig11res 1 and. 2). This is especially ·true for the fine clays. 
~e only :notic,eable difference is the appearance of the interstratified. 
e;omplex (Is) i:n t,he coarse elay of the A ho:rizo:n. ~e ::B horizon is 
@ 
somewhat dtffe:rent;, The charact,er:l.stic 17, 7 A peak of m.ontmo:rillo:ni te 
appears in the X-ray spect;:rog:rams · of the coarse clay fracHon (Fi&,ure 1) 
~ 
and a 20 A peak 1 possi'bly du.e to poorly ordered montmorillonite, appears 
in the X,,..ray of' the fine clay frac:tion along w:i:th the absence of the 
(() 
10 A illi te peak (Figure 2). There is also an increase in the cation 
exchange capacity and ethylene glycpl retention of bot,h fractions and 
a decrease in K20 content of the fine clay fraction {TABLE IX) 0 indicating 
an increase i.n ·the montmorillonite content. Seemingly, the vermiculite= 
52 
chlorite (V/0.) eompo:nent of the coarse clay fraction has been converted 
into an interstratified complex and finally to a montmorillonitic type 
of mineral in the A and! horizons 9 and the montmorillonite has been 
eluviated and accumulated in the! horizon. !!he question remains as 
to Just how mu,oh actual difference there is between theee min.era.le. 
Has there a.otua.lly bee:n a conversio:n· of the 2sl la.rer eil:!.catee or 
merel1 a. lessening of' the bonding strength between lattices allowing 
wider expansionp and consequently a mineral more like montmorillonite? 
tl':nf'o:.rtunately 9 thi.e question cannot be answered without a more complete 
analys:ts. 
From the data presented in TABLE IX the clay minerals present in 
the Zaneis No. 2 profile appear to be 1,1niform throu.ghou.t the profile 
as to ·type atl.d relative amounts. This uniformity i.s also expressed in 
the li;..:r.a.7 spectroigraphs (Figures 3 and 4). Although the vermiculite .. 
chlorite present in the coarse clay fraction of the C horizon does 
:not show up in the X-ray analysis of th_e A and :El ho:r.izons 0 the D. T.A. 
:i.~eveals it :ts presen't:,o The cation e:x:ciha.nge capacities 0 percent K2ev 
and glycol :retention val·e1.es are unusually uniform for the fine clays .. 
If there has been any weat;hering o:f clay minerals in this profile it 
is not evident f':rom this data. 
The Z'a:nei s No. 3 profile also exhibits a very lJ.nif o:rm co:mpo si tion 
of clay minerals (T.A:BLE IX). Other than a selective type of eluviation 
and illuviation favoring an increase of high-exeha:nge 0 expanding lattice 
mineral in the~ horizon 0 as reflected by an increase in the cation 
exchange capacity and glycol retention along with a decrease in percent 
X20 0 there is no apparent difference in the co~osition of the clay 
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fractions of the ,Ag ::S 0 and C horizons o:f this profile" This trend is 
aJ.so reflected in the :x;...:r-ay spectrog:raphs (Figures 5 a:nd 6) ~ The 
diffraction patterns are very similar except for an increase in 
0 
intensity of the low angle eicatter (<S 2e) 1:n the J horizon • 
.A&ain0 any weathering of els, mineral, is not evident from this data. 
!l!b.e Zaneis No~ 4 profile e:xhibits some unusual ols.y pro:pertiese 
From inspection of the Jt..z0ay spectrogra.phs (J'igu.res 1 and S) and the 
data presented in TA:BLE X it is evident that the! horizon is quite 
different, and appears to be unrelated to the A and G horizons which 
are similar to each other.. An abru.pt change was also noted in the 
field between these horizonso It hardly seems probable that weathering 
is the answer. If it werep at least a detectable amount of the 
montmorillonite-MJ.or:tte int;a:rst,ratified mineral (M/0) should be p:resent; 
i.n the A horizon alsoo It does not seem likely that all of this 
material was tr-an.sported into the ::S horizon by the processes of eluviation 
and :illu·viation. A better answer seems to be stratificati.on of parent 
ma.teri.al as ref'lected by the mechanical analysis discu.saed prevj .. ously. 
More will be said abou·t this in the discussion of Kingfisher No. lo 
.A:ncther interesUng feature of the :B horizon :h the marked similarity 
of the JC..~ay spectrographs (Figures 7 and 8) and ethylene glycol retention 
values of the fine a:nd coarse clay f:r'actio11 9 but qu.i te. a drastic change 
in cation exchange capaci. ty (TA:BLE X). T.b.e cation exchange capacity 
of the fine clay fraction more than doubles with only a small increase 
in ethylene glycol retention. This would tend to indicate. the presence 
of amorphous or poorly crystallized constituents as a major component 
of the fine clays. Also a large~ imexplai.ned exothermic peak appears 
in the differential thermal graphs of the fine elay that is not pres~nt 
1:n the te!Clal'se ielay (Figixre 15)_ Several pe0'!1la:r:i,Ues were also noted 
while :prepaxi.:ng; thi.e sample.. All of this poi:nts to the need for further 
inveetigat:tor1 before any defin:Ue eonclusio:ne can be reached. 
The clay mineral properties of the Kingfisher No. 2 are presented 
in TA:BLE X. The 0la.y minerals present in the ::B and C horizons appear 
to be ve~y u:nif~rm as to both type and relative amount. The cation 
exchange capacities~ pe~ cent x200 and ethylene glycol retention values 
e:xhib:H~ l:Utle va:r.0iat:ton. The X-ray spectrographs of these two horizons 
(Figt:ixes 9 and 10) aJ/e qµ.ite eim:i.la:r. 0 also indicatlng uniformity of 
minerals.. The Oll,ly :r.,ot:!vaeable di.fferer1ee is a slight in!Clt'ease in 
intensity (llf the low angle scatter (<g© 2Q) in the fine clay fraction 
of the :B ho>rh@10.~ :b:i.d:lcati:ng more of the hydrated miic;a component. This 
:\ta also l'eflected by an increase in ·the eatd.0r1 exchange ca.paci ty and a 
The A ho:r:·i.zrt:lln i.s slightly different ;t.n ·that it appeax's te have 
me.re ill:l,:te tha;n '!;he 0·1;:he:r two horizons. '.Eh.a X,..ray speotrog.raphs 
(Fig\ll.t>es 9 and 10) g;h·e exeepti@)Ilally good U.li te peaks fo:r all three 
(OJ 
o:rde:rs of :re:flecti!Oln (10~ 50 and 3. 34 A). Th:its apparent i:ncrease Qf 
illite is not :reflec;ted ~by the K2o eonte:n.t of t;he fine clay fractio:n 9 
a:nd ·ther,e is o:nly a slight i:r1c:rease in t;he K20 ©on.tent of the coarse 
clay fraeti®ri 9 bu.t there is a noticieable drop in the cation exchange 
capaeity an.d glycol retention value of the coarse clays. 
'fhere does appea:r to have been some weathering of clay minerals 
in the A horizon. Apparently, the vermiculHe-chlo:rU;e (V/0) present 
in the coarse clays of the :Band C horizon has been altered to a 
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Fig. 15. Differential thermal @W"Ve!S for the fine (cw0 "1'e A) and Coarse (curve l3) ~lay f:ract:to:n:a 
of the Zaneie No,, 4 :B horizon. 
\.TI 
\J1 
pei:r' ,e::eiti:!:, l:, 10. All (r,f:' t:hi s !8"1.1.ig:gesfu, i! wea.1,heri11.g (J>:f ,t:HJ:o:1re:r· si.on cif' ·the 
'" 
i.:rA t,3r·es1,:!,r~g t,(l a'~TJ!.dy the I,-~:ray· di:t'f'r a:cd,::lou :p a.H et'f!.S of the ,~:oar se 
(@ 
s1d.a;r ±0 ra{,i:io:ns i(Ftg;it:i:'e ll).. T.he la:rg,e 11./@ :peak (at 15., T A) o.:f 1,he 
the A ho:r:l\.zol!£ . ., H(l)We';"e:~~ whe:ti these samples were I'. saturated and 
Q) 
heate~ the 15. 7 A peak ()Jf the (Cl h.0J1.'izc:n shifted o:n.ly slightly to 
© 
l~-. 2 A 0 
@ 
"· 
.r~1:u5;re Wt:..:B, a 
10> A. :tri ~die A an.a. :B h1n":1L2;r!}?.1a>. ~ti!l!l te:u<l:s "t©l l"ttle 
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and establish that the mi,nerals a:re actually diff el'e:o.t. 
~e t:rend present in ·the fine ©lay fraction is somewhat reversed 
f:rom the lCloa:ree iCJla:;r 'fracti.on. The M/ 0 present in the C horizon b 
not d.eteota.blre i:n th.e A and J hori.zons (:Jr1g111r·e 12)" bu.t the cation 
ei~angt ~spaoities a.ud ethylene glycol ret1ntion values as well as 
tl1.a r.2o !O!Oni,ent :1.ncrea.ee ir1. the fine al&1"e of the A and :S horizon, 
·{'l!A:BL11 X)o !Clb.i.s wo·11.ld i:r1dicate wee.th.ertng in favor of a. clay mineral 
wi. t,h gi~eate:r e:x:!Clha.nge p:r.~pert:ies and high.er glyciol ;retention values 
as well as a:n illiti(: t,ype mineral 0 with th.e former eomponent being of 
smaller part,icle s:lze aud the bulk of it falling into the fine clay 
fra.crt:lo:n. However~ when all of this is viewed in t;he light ef other 
datav another p(!1HiMJ. t;:y is :t'ErV'ea.ledo An. inspection of the data. for 
lCingf'i.shel' Nio,o 2 (TABLE X) i·e·'lreals the t<.:lay m.:lner·als presen.t in the 
' 
(Hi>a?'se rellay f':ra.ctions of the A a.n.d B horizons o:f' the two profiles 
:Lll:\L't;e present ix1 the ll1'0>. 2 pr·of'ilap for the fin.e clay f:raetiont · 
:By com.paring the ela;y 
pT.oper}ies of th®~ horizon of Kingfisher llT~ol with the! horizon of 
Zane is Ne,e 4 (T.A:BLE X) a not:l.cieable similarity ;ls f'oundo .Apparently~ 
the same mineral. the M/C, is present in these tw1C; horizons. but is net 
present in any other horizon of a.:ny prefile studied. These facts 
very st;ro:rJ.gly suggest; the possibility 'l)f stl.1:'atif'ieation of parent 
materialo 
It will be remembered that the meehaniGal analysis of Za:neis No. 4 
and Kingfisher N®~ 1. discussed previously0 ala~ suggested stratifieatio~ • 
.All of this leads to the question that perhaps there is some relation 
between ihe elay minerals of the B h~rizan of the Zaneis N~. 4 and 
the O hiDZ'i:z©:n of the Kingfisher N@o 1. and also a :relation. 
between the clay mine:i:0 ab1 of the A and l3 horizons of Kingfisher 
Noo 1 and K:tngf:tsh.er No. 2. 
More interesting facts a.T'e brought to li.ght by observ:'i.ng the 
exact l.oeatio:n c:f these profiles in relation to their respective 
geolog.l~a.t fo:rma:Ml,oriso h will be :r.emembered t,ha. t t,he Zanei s No. 4 
is :ll.a,~ated ,,:r.i. 'th·e Ga.:r'be~i:' f,:rrr~t i.oxl. a:ncl. t;he Xingf:1sher No$ l and No. 2 
on the Cada?' E1111SJ sandstone member of' the Hennessey formation., !the 
:ej.te location of Za:neis N~o 4 is very cl©se to the contaet of the 
Ga:r.ber ar.ul the Hennessey shales~ the Xingf:!.sher No. l is lcClated 
very close to the con·taiat o:f' the Ceda.1'.' Hills sandstone and the 
Re:n:nesse;y shales 0 and the Kingfisher No. 2 well ov·er :tr,tci the 
©.'edar Hills sandstone,. It would seem possible that the Cl horizon 
o:f t:,he K:ing:fishet' N1:1 .. 1 ts a0t1U:.1lly mate:r:!.al from the Hennessey 
shale:e and. that; 011.ly the A and :B hori~ons a.re der:i:ved from Cedar' Hills 
sandstone material.e. !l:h,e meC'hani©al analysis also, po:i.nta to this 
poi ssfbili t,y., !.nspecti.on of. TA:BLE V ehows that the lower half of the 
p:r1,file has a marked :i.nr..::rease in t;he f'ine silt :f'ractii.on and ver:y 
litlt\lr~ sand0 ind:i.1)a.t:lLug s. f'i;ne:r te:r:bured pa.rent m.a:t;erial. mhe u:ppa;, 
:tw.1£' of' the pro•f'ile has only a. moderate amount of fi.ne silt with more 
~andD as does the Kingfisher No~ 2~ indieati:og a coarser textured· 
pa.Tent ma·~eTia.1. H wot1ld. ali:!o seem pl&1.sable that th®:t'@ could be 
&10. i:1::rterst;ratifi~atio:n ot mate:r·ials from both forma"tio:ns at the site 
of Zaneis Ni:;. 4v and that th,e :S hor:iz~n o,f Zaneis No .. 4 is derived 
prinGipally from Hennessey shale material 9 not from the Garber sand-
sto:r1es as the 1·emainder of the profile appa.:rentl;r is sin.ce :i.t str~mgly 
resembles the other Zaneis profiles as to clay m:i.ne:ralogy. !t!b.is 
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would e:icplain why the C horizon of Kingfisher N'o. 1 appears to be 
related to the :e horizo:n of Zaneis N'o. 4 0 while the A and :B horizons 
appear to be related to Kingfisher Noe 2. 
In 1,1,gb.t of the data. presented herep stra.tification of parent material 
seems to be a better answer for ·the diff e.t'e:rices ob served in the clay 
rrdneralog:y cif the IC:l .. ngfisher No. 1 and Zaneis No. 4 profiles than does 
weathering of cla;y minet'als. 
St:ratif:i.cation as postulated he:r.e cannot be proven until data. is 
available fo:r the clay m:tneralogy of the Hennessey shales i:n the iricin:i:ty 
of the Zaneis No. 4 and Kingfisher No~ 1. It does 9 however" seem 
feasibleo The Oklahoma geology map1 shows the Zaneis No. 4 to be 
located ~n a narrow finger of the Garber sandstones 9 bounded on both 
sidesby the He:nnessey shales.. Th.is looa.t,ion should in.crease the pOSSa• 
:lbility of' :fan.dom strat:l..fica'tion. The map also reveals the Kingfi.sher 
No .. l to be just O"ire:r into the Cedar Hills sandstones, which ove:rlay 
the Hennessey shales~ This location should give a goodrichance;for 
~v1erlapping of the two formations as suggested by ;1,he data p:resen:ted 
The g@ology of this whole area is rather uncertain 0 as a great 
deal ©f' disco:nf'o:rmity is observed in ·the Permian depos:i.ts of Oklahoma. 
Th.is is pro'bably due to the fact that these deposi.ts were derived 
from streams r:i.sing :to the north~ east O and south~ depositing their 
loads of sediments into a southwestward retreating sea. (5). Oaks (30) 
1Geologic Map of Oklaho,m.a by H. D. Miser~ u. s. Geological Surv·ey~ 
P:repa:red eoopera.tively by the U .. s .. Geological Survey and the Oklahoma 
Geologi(1al Su:r,rey (1954) .. 
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has postulated the early existence of a large riverv flowing from the 
southeast across southern Oklahoma, depositing a large delta repre-
sented by the upper portion of the Garber-Wellington formation of 
central Oklahoma. Westward tilt of strata and deep post Permian 
erosion apparently destroy.ad the rest of the delta (30). Two other 
deltas, one com.parable to the modern Nile deltao have been proposed 
by cti,enoweth (4) in this area. Under these condit1onsp it would seem 
that st:ratif:l..ce.tion is not only possible 0 "b'tlt probable. This leaves 
the qu.estion as to whether any changes in clay minerals noted in these 
soils are actually due to weathering or stratification of parent material. 
The uniformity of minerals present in the fine clay fraction of some 
at the profiles investigated in this repa.ort leads to the conclusion 
that there has been some weath,at' ing of the coarse clay fractions, 
but i't is diffieu.lt to ascertain te what degree. 
lt appears t,ha.t ·the present regime of soil forming factors has 
had little effect i.n altering the clay minerals present in these soils,. 
Seemir1gly 1) the clay minerals p:r·esent in the solum a.re~ for the most 
pa:ri;l, inherited d..'irectly from ·the clay minerals present :in the paren.t 
material.. Apparently0 these m.inerals were laid down in a sedimentary 
parent materi.al in &. weathered. state and are therefore resistant to 
f·ll:rtb.er weatheringff 
'l!b.e exact percentage of each clay fraction was not determined. 
EJwever~ from the sepa.:ration of the fractions their relative amounts 
were estimated. 'l!b.e fine clay fraction composes about 70 to 80 per 
cent o,f most horizons and exhibits a tendency toward accu.nrJ.lation in 
the~ horizon. ~e D horizon of Zaneis No. 1 showed the highest 
per cent of coarse particles~ The two fractions were about 50-50 
in this horizon~ 
From the dat;a reported in TABLES IX and X the relative a.mounts 
of clay present in the fine clays were estimated. The coarse clays 
were t,oo 'V"aJ:'ied to give ~y better estimate than that of the X...ray 
analyeh and D. '11.A., except for illi te~ 'l'he 10 per oen,t rc2o value 
£0:r. pt:criti :Ulite (18) w9,s u.sed as an index for Ulite ~ontent. 
MlllM,ply:ing t,he per cent X20 (TABLES IX end X) by 10 g:i.vee a good 
esttmati.o:n o:f illite. The relative amount of kaolinite indicated 
by the :xi..:r:1ay :t·es·11lts a:rid D. T.A. ws.a used for kaloi:r11te oonten·t. 
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The :remainder of' 'the sample was assumed to 'be an expanding lattice~ 
high exchange montmorilloni t,ic mineral. The t,he1;1,:reUeal values 
calculated f:x:'om th:ts dat;a were then compared with the experimentally 
measu.red c:atiori e:x:l(:;hange cpapcity ar1d ethylene glycol retention 
value .and fou:nd to give good agreement. 
!!!he r.esul·ts of these calculations :indicate that the B horizon 
:f'ine clays of Zaneis No. l e.r.1.d No. 3 are a.bout 70 .• 75 pe:r' ce:nt a 
mo:r1tmc:i:illonitic mineral 0 while the X'emainde:r of 'bot;h profHes are 
about 60-65 pet' ,cent this mineral. The fine clays of Zanei.s No. 2 
are more uniform and appear to be about 55=60 per cent, montrno:rillonitic 
t;hroughout the p:rofileo The Zaneis No. 4 A a!td O hori.zci:r:i. :fine relays 
a:r 1e about 60--65 per cent mo:n:t.morillon:i tfo. From the available 
data the day content of the :B horizon cannot be ealieulated.. The 
fine clays of King.fisher No. 2 are about 60=,65 per cent rnon·r.;mori.llonitic 
throughout the profile. The Kingfisher No. 1 A and :B horizon fine 
(:slay fractio:ns appear to be about i'O per cent montmorillonitie mineral, 
and the mont;mo:dllonite-chlo:rite (M/0) interstratified mineral appears 
t;o. co~@e,e about the same percentage of t,he CJ horizon~ 
In 1!omparing 1;he Za:n.ei s and Klngf i e:he:r profiles it 'Will be not; ed 
that the c,lay minerals present are quite similar. The only difference 
fou.r1d in th.is invest.igation is that the Kingfhhe:r. profiles contain 
more illite ana. less kaolini'te. The hydrated mica content:~ wh1.ch 
8:1):Pea.rs to be·primarily a montmc:rillo:n.:i.t:i.c mineral, is 'a.bout the 
same and d.ominat,es t;he clay f:t'action of bot;h seri.es. 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two soil series of eoctensive area in the Reddish Prairie of 
~entral Oklahoma were examined to determine the type and relative 
a.mou.nts of clay minerals present in the major horizons., 
Four profiles of the Zaneis series and two profiles of the 
Kingfisher series were sampled by horizon and sue-horizon to the 
depth of the sUgb.tly weathered paxent material. A chemical and 
mechanical analysis was then made for each horizon. Only the major 
hoi•ho:ns were selected for clay analysis. !he clay fraction of each 
of' the selected hor:hons was separated by sedimentation. 'ntis fraction 
was fur't,her fra.cti.o:nated into the 2--to O. 2 micron s:'l.ze fractions. 
The m.ateria,l found in these two fra.ctions was examined by 
@hemical and ppysical analysis 0 X...ray~ and D.T.A. From the results 
of these examinations, the clay minerals present in each of the two 
size separates of the clay fraction were determined as to type and 
relative amount. 
The results of the chemical analysis indicated calcification to 
be the pI'edominate soil forming process of both series 9 and revealed 
the Kingfisher profiles to be higher in phosphorus and exchangeable 
bases. 
The mechanical analysis revealed the Kingfisher profiles to be 
considerably higher in silt content; whereas, the Zaneis profiles 
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are higher in sand~ It also revealed a strong possibility of stratified 
parent materials~ e:x:pecially in the Zaneis No .. 4 and Kingfisher No. 1. 
The resu.lts of the clay mineral study indicate the fine clays 
d.omi:ns.te the c:ls.y f':racticms of' all dx ri1:rofiles~ and a mo:ntmorillon ... 
it:\,c: mineral dominates the f':lne ala.vs, with lesee:r amounts of 1llite 
and kaoliniteo !!'.he coarse ela.y fra.ot:l.or1.s ·exJrd.'bit mo:r:0 e diversity with 
montmorilloni te 0 illi teQ kaolinite~ and. vermiculite all bei,ng present 
as major components 9 and (iUa.rtz and chlor:i.te present in lesser amounts. 
!11.i tie dominates the coarse clay fractions of bo·bh Kingfisher profiles 
and is a major constituent of the fine clays. 'file only notable 
difference between the two ser:i.es 9 as to the clay mineralogy9 is the 
higher concent;ration of illite in the Kingfisher series at the expense 
of the kaolinite content. Content of the other minerals is comparable. 
The clay m:i.nera.1 content throµgb:out the profile is fa:trly cons·ta.nt 
for most profiles. This is not true for the Za.n.eis No. 4 and Kingfisher 
No,, 1, but; strat,ificati.on appears to play the dominant role in these 
two profiles. 
A mor.L'l;,morillo:nit,e-chlorHe interstratified mineral appeared. in 
'bc,th clay fractions of the :S horizon o:f Zaneis No. 4 and C horizon of 
K1.ng:fisher No. 1 0 bu·t was not found i:n a:n.y othe:r horizon or any other 
profile. The occurrence of this mineralD geological lo!'.:lationD and 
meeha!iJ.<1:ial analysis were used to postulate the st:ratificati.on of parent 
ma1,erial from two different geological formations at the site locations 
of these two profilesQ 
Very little eirident:e of clay mineral weathering was found in these 
soJ.l!:i. It appears th.at the clay minerals present in these profiles 
are for the most part inherited directly from the clay minerals present 
in the parent material, and deposited as a sedimentary pa.rent material 
in a weathered state and are resistant to further weathering~ Conse-
qµently0 the present regime of soil forming factors has had little 
effect in altering these minerals. 
The major morpholigical differences between the two soil series 
studied exist in the nature of the parent material. It appears that 
the soil materials of the two Xing:f'isher profiles were deposited under 
more of a marine enviro:nment,·whereas the Zaneis soil materials were 
more of a fresh water deposit. !his is reflected in the more silty 
texture, ~igher base concentration9 and higher illi te and phosphorus 
content of the Kingfisher soils. 
More basic morphological data is needed to better classify the 
Reddish Prairie soils. 
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